
Improvement Engagement with Filters
Instagram Analytics Use Case 
Instagram is the fastest growing social media platform. When Facebook bought the company, they 
had about 20 million users. With clever marketing and growth strategies, Instagram surged to a 
user base of over 200 million users, making it a hotbed for social media marketing.

Brands like Star Wars are also on Instagram, trying to engage with their dedicated fans in a variety 
of ways. Star Wars, now owned by Disney, took a keen eye on engaging with their fans in a variety 
of ways. Instagram has a lot of neat features but one that garners a lot of attention are the photo 
filters.

Instagram has changed the landscape of digital photography entirely; this includes how we view 
marketing. Anyone is able to upload visually appealing shots with literally any smartphone on the 
planet. This also means that marketing is even more mobile where photos can be shared instantly 
to promote a brand or service. Star Wars realized this early on. With The Force Awakens that 
opened in 2015, they had to ramp up marketing through fan engagement.

Let’s take a look at Star Wars’ Instagram account 6 months before the release of the Force Awakens.
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In a span of 6 months, their follower count increased by 1.1 million (I don’t see this anywhere…it’s 
not intuitive that we’re looking at a time period, and the 1.1M is the growth during that time 
period; kind of feels like a the chart is a moment in time). Was it just Star Wars’ name recognition 
that led to their growth? Yes and no. 

One feature to their engagement was their use of Instagram photography, i.e. relying on the filters. 
Many brands and celebrities upload fantastic photos, but they are not taken by people using their 
phones. Instead the photos are taken from higher end cameras or are photos taken. Some may 
argue that quality is the most important, but this doesn’t match what the culture of Instagram is 
about. Instagram is about mobile photography on the fly, that’s why pre-set filters are there. Star 
Wars realized this and they were not afraid to experiment with filters.

A vast majority of their posts had no filters at all, they were normal. This would make sense, and if 
we do a content analysis of their photos, most normal photos were stock, on set, posters or even 
pictures of fan art whereby altering these photos ruins the original intent behind it. Also many of 
these photos were taken by SLRs, which removes the illusion that these are mobile photos. 
Remember, Instagram is about on the fly mobile photography.

Where Star Wars excels is by sharing mobile photography where possible, and not hesitating to 
use the filters. Generally, all the photos received a high engagement but the filters did better than 
the normal photos overall.
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If	you	look	at	what	photos	had	filters,	most	photos	were	throwback	photos	where	the	filters	had	an	aura	of	
nostalgia	or	were	smartphone	photos	taken	by	fans	or	Star	Wars’	social	media	marketers.	

Based on the analytics, Star Wars is doing a great job immersing itself into Instagram’s culture of 
using filters. The filters can also be viewed as a tool to improve engagement. For example, they may 
notice that the filter “Creama” has the best engagement out of all their posts while “Mayfair “is the 
lowest. From there they can analyze their Instagram content through Crowdbabble’s content 
summary tool to further investigate the discrepancy between the two filters.

Filters can change pictures. A poorly used filter can dramatically reduce engagement while a filter 
used in the appropriate context can maintain or increase engagement. Star Wars generally used their 
filters well based on the mood of the picture. For instance, filters can be used well when they are 
vintage photographs, especially for photos posted on #throwbackthursdays.
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The post above did very well with over 100, 000 likes and 
1,700 comments. Sierra was used – a filter that often edits 
outdoor photos with a lot of light. It just happens that the 
post’s subject is Harrison Ford. By thinking about filters, you 
can start creating experiments and strategizing content on 
Instagram with real analytics. Lots of small experiments 
with Instagram filters can help drive more engagement to 
grow your brand and presence online.


